!• Introduction* Let M be a smooth, connected, oriented 2-manifold and let / and g be regular closed curves on M with the same initial point and tangent direction. An integer obstruction to regular homotopy Ύ(f, g) is derived which is uniquely defined if M Φ S 2 and defined mod 2 if M = S 2 . Let F(t, θ) be any homotopy such that F(0, θ) = f(θ) and F(l, θ) = g(θ) and F is smooth on the interior of the unit square. It is shown that 7(/, g) = I (dF/dθ, M o ) , where M Q is the zero section as a sub-manifold of TM, and / denotes the total number of oriented intersections. This is given interpretation as the number of loops acquired by curves F(t, ) -f t in homotopy.
If M is compact and y is not on the image of /, then we define twn (/; y), a generalization of the tangent winding number. We show that 7(/, g) = twn (g; y) -twn (/; y) + I (F, y)χ(M) , where is the Euler characteristic. If N is a 2-manifold with boundary and F:N->M is a smooth branched mapping and dF = F\ BN , we show that twn (dF; y) + I(F> y)χ(M) = χ(N) + r, where r is the total branchpoint multiplicity and y is not in F(dN). We show that the Riemann-Hurwitz theorem follows as a corrollary.
2.
The obstruction to regular homotopy* Let M be a smooth, connected 2-manifold with Riemannian metric. Let TM be the tangent bundle and TM the unit tangent or sphere bundle. Let f:R-*M with f(θ) = f(θ + 1) for all θ eR be a regular closed curve on M, that is, / has continuously turning, nonzero tangent vector at each point. Given F: [0, 1] x R -> M continuous with F(t, θ) = F(t, θ + 1) for all θeR, then F is said to be a regular homotopy if each closed curve F(t, ) is regular for 0 <Ξ £ <; 1. We say the curves /(#) = F(0, θ) and ^(^) = F(l, θ) are regularly homo-162 J. R. QUINE topic.
Suppose now that / and g are regular closed curves with /(0) = flr(O) = y 0 . Let / and g be the closed curves on TM obtained by taking the unit tangent vector at each point of / and g respectively. Suppose that /(0) = g(0) = y 0 . Smale [9] has shown that / and g are regularly homotopic iff / and g are homotopic. Using this result we define the obstruction to regular homotopy, 7(/, g), as follows.
Let S ι be the fiber of TM over y 0 . Since Π 2 (TM) = 0 for any 2-manifold M (this is clear if Π 2 (M) = 0 and can be verified directly if M is S 2 or the protective plane), we have the following portion of the exact homotopy sequence of the bundle TM over M
The sequence (1) 
In this case we write n = τ(/, g) if the integer n determines the class a in Z 2 . We will refer to 7(/, gr) as the obstruction to regular homotopy. We remark that 7(/, g) is only defined if / and g are homotopic. In the next section we will show how to characterize 7(/, g) using intersection theory and in a later section we explain its relationship to tangent winding numbers on surfaces as in Reinhart [8] and Chillingworth [1] .
3.
A characterization of 7(/, g). Let /, g and M be as in the previous section. We will continue to assume that M is oriented. for all x e K. Now consider d/dθ as a section of TK and write
By the definition of the map μ in the exact sequence (1) Guillemin and Pollack [3] .) Thus 7(/, g) -I{dF/dθ, M o ), the total number of oriented intersections of dF/dθ with M Q . We remark that I{dF/dθ, M o ) is defined even if dF/dθ does not intersect M o transversely: we simply count the transverse intersections for a "nearby" map. Since dF/dθ(dK) Π M o = 0, the total number of intersections is the same for every "nearby" map. We summarize our results in We give the following interpretation of Theorem 1. Suppose dF/dθ(x) = 0 where x = (έ 0 , θ 0 ) and suppose dF/dθ intersects M o transversely at x. The curve F(t Q , θ) has a cusp at θ = θ 0 . As t increases, if this cusp represents the appearance of a positively oriented loop or the disappearance of a negatively oriented loop, then the intersection number at $ is 1. If it represents the appearance of a negatively oriented loop or the disappearance of a positively oriented loop, then the intersection number is -1. Thus I(dF/dθ, M o ) counts the null homotopic loops lost or gained in the homotopy. 4* Tangent winding numbers* We now wish to show the relationship between 7(/, g) as defined in the previous section and the notion of tangent winding number of a regular curve with respect to a vector field v on a compact 2-manif old M as in Reinhart [8] and Chillingworth [1] . Suppose / is a regular closed curve on M and v is a vector field on M which vanishes at a single point y not on the image of /. The order that v vanishes at y is clearly %(M). We define twn,/ to be the number of times the tangent of / rotates in relation to v. More specifically, suppose v = v 1 
Proof. Let v x and v 2 be as in the definition of twn (/; y).
Without loss of generality, suppose y is a regular value of F 9 (dF/dθ) ^0 on F~~\y) 9 and dF/dθ has only isolated zeros. Let x 19 •••,»" be the zeros of dF/dθ and {x m+19 ,
, T ι be closed disjoint coordinate discs on M such that Thus we see that twn (g; y) -twn (/; y) determines mod χ(M) the obstruction to regular homotopy. 5* Branched mappings* Let N be a compact oriented 2-manifold and let D lf , D n be n disjoint copies of the closed unit disc on N. Let
Let M be a compact oriented 2-manifold. Let F:N-*Mbe smooth. Say F is a branched mapping if F is nonsingular and orientation preserving except at a finite number of points in int N where F behaves locally like the complex analytic mapping z ι , for I an integer ^ 2. The multiplicity of this branch point is defined to be I -1.
If F:N->M is smooth, we define dF = F\ dN . We say dF is regular if F\ dD]e is regular for k = 1, •••, n. If yeM is not on the image of dF, we define twn (dF; y) = Σ*=i twn(jP| 32)fc ; 2/). We wish to investigate the relationship between twn (dF; y) and the total branchpoint multiplicity at branchpoints of F, if F is a branched mapping. Theorem 3 is intended to be a generalization of results of the type stated by Titus [10] , Haefliger [4] , and Francis [2] . This is illustrated by the following corollaries. For information on assembling branched mappings see Francis [2] and Marx [5] .
To show how the classical Riemann-Hurwitz theorem follows from Theorem 3, we prove 
